The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of attachment errors of two beam-type flexible appendages mounted on a rigid body along the spin axis. For such a system, the sufficient conditions for achieving asymptotical dynamic stability are maximization of the moment of inertia about the spin axis and existence of a lower limit of the beam's natural frequency against the spin rate; these conditions can be acquired by Lyapunov's direct method. However, such conditions are limited to ideal configurations; for realistic satellites, attachment errors are unavoidable. In this study, each appendage that simulates a continuously flexible beam is modeled as a mass particle connected to the rigid body's space through springs. This paper illustrates mathematical formulations for acquiring the equilibrium state and determining the dynamic stability using Lyapunov's direct method. Numerical examples show that attachment errors either improve or worsen the stability in terms of the sufficient conditions.
Nomenclature

Introduction
Consideration of the flexibility of appendages mounted on spacecraft is important because appendage behavior may severely affect attitude motion. One of the configurations considered in this study is a satellite with two beam-type antennas extending in opposite directions along the spin axis. In this configuration, the satellite's spin motion couples with the antenna's elastic motion, and therefore, dynamic stability about the intended spin axis becomes a problem. This study is motivated by a growing demand for small scientific satellites in Japan 1) . Several methods for investigating such a system's dynamic -~ stability have been proposed 2, 3) ; one of the most useful methods among them is Lyapunov's direct method 4, 5) . Using this method, we can directly determine asymptotical dynamic stability without solving the governing equations of motion.
Using sophisticated transformations of Lyapunov's test function, Meirovitch obtained the strict sufficient conditions for the configuration containing spatially distributed elastic parts 4) , namely, maximization of the moment of inertia about the spin axis and existence of a lower limit of the beam's natural frequency against the spin rate. However, such conditions are limited to ideal configurations on the assumption that attachment errors of appendages do not exist. On the other hand, for realistic satellites, attachment errors of spin-axis antennas, for example, are unavoidable.
In this study, each appendage that simulates a continuously flexible beam is modeled as a mass particle connected to the rigid body's space through springs, as shown in Fig. 1 . This paper illustrates mathematical formulations for acquiring the equilibrium state and determining the dynamic stability using Lyapunov's direct method. Numerical examples are also shown and discussed.
Analytical Method
Mathematical model
The formulations are made for an arbitrary number n of flexible appendages, but n = 2 throughout the numerical examples in this paper. When the system is modeled, a satellite is assumed to be a rigid body. In addition, each beam-type appendage is assumed to be a set consisting of a mass particle and two identical linear springs. Figure 2 is a diagram of the mathematical model. Let us define several orthogonal coordinate systems: O r -x r y r z r , whose axes coincide with the rigid body's principal axes; O i -x i y i z i , which is fixed in O r -x r y r z r ; O-x c y c z c , which is parallel to O r -x r y r z r but whose origin is the whole system's center-ofmass; O-x p y p z p , whose axes coincide with the whole system's principal axes; and O-XYZ. Because we shall ignore external forces acting on the system, it is consistent that the rotational frames share the inertial origin O. On the other hand, g(t) varies due to the balancing motion of the rigid body against the motion of the mass particles. The translational and rotational relationships among the coordinate frames depend 
Equations of motion
First, we prefer to express the equations of motion by
only. Thus, we apply the modified Lagrange equations, whose detailed derivation is described in Ref. 6 . The equations of motion for the system are
for the attitude motion, and
for the elastic motion of the i-th appendage, where (2) and (3) are not used directly.
Equilibrium state
We shall regard the equilibrium as a state that ω and L are aligned with the whole system's maximum principal axis z p , and each mass particle rotates at a constant radius. At this state, the relationship between ω and L can be expressed as
Therefore, by introducing a unit vector p on axis z p , Eq. (4) is modified to form a part of the governing equations of the equilibrium
which can be solved for {p} c and |L| at given [J] c and |ω| by eigenvalue analysis. The other parts of the equations are
for i = 1, 2,…, n, which are just the expressions of the balance of effective centrifugal force and spring's restoring force acting on the particle. We can derive Eq. (6) (6) simultaneously.
Dynamic stability
Once the equilibrium point is acquired, its dynamic stability is tested by Lyapunov's direct method. We shall select Hamiltonian H as a Lyapunov's test function:
Because dH/dt is always negative semidefinite due to the system's dissipative damping, we can state that if H is positive definite at an equilibrium point, then the equilibrium is asymptotically stable.
By fixing the orientation of O-XYZ referred by O-x p y p z p so that axis z p is initially aligned with axis Z and constant L, the generalized coordinates can be redefined by
, cos cos , sin , siñ cos
where l xp , l yp , l zp are the direct cosines of axis Z with respect to axes x p , y p , z p . In Eq. (9), Z θ does not appear. For the system, H can be rewritten in the form where T 2 is quadratic in the generalized velocities and always positive definite, H 0 is constant in the generalized coordinates, and H 2 is a function of the generalized coordinates. Thus, to determine dynamic stability, it is sufficient to test the positive definiteness of H 2 . The generalized coordinates are allowed to be so small that H 2 is expressed in a matrix form:
where 
Numerical Results and Discussions
Model parameters
To investigate the effect of attachment errors of the system shown in Fig. 1 , we set n = 2 and r 1,zr = −r 2,zr ≥ 0. A set of model parameters is introduced in Table 1 For the sake of simplicity, attachment errors in direction x r do not exist (r 1,xr = r 2,xr = 0) throughout the numerical examples in this paper. Thus, the results can be figured in the y r z r -plane. Let us consider two types of attachment errors: a layout having a symmetry line on axis y r , as shown in Fig. 3 , and a symmetry point at O r , as shown in Fig. 4 . The positive definiteness of [D] is tested by the sign of its eigenvalues.
For nominal configuration of the satellite, the scale of attachment errors given in the numerical examples might be too large. This study, however, aims to reveal factors of attachment locations and orientations in the dynamic stability, and thus the scale of the parameters is set to a large extent to achieve this purpose.
Note that orientations of flexible beams affect mass distribution in the system as well as directions of deflections. Therefore, attachment errors of mass particles are investigated for both locations and orientations.
Effect of spin rate
When we set (r 1,yr , r 1,zr ) = (2 m, 4 m) and φ = 10°, the calculated equilibrium points with variable normalized angular velocity |ω|/(k i /m i ) 0.5 , corresponding to Figs. 3 and 4, are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. In both cases, there exists a certain angular velocity range, where the iterative calculations do not converge.
In Fig. 5 , values of v i and g yr (position of the center of mass in axis y r ) increase drastically and change signs, as the angular velocity exceeds the natural frequency of the elastic parts. On the other hand, the orientation of system's maximum principal axis z p is always identical to the one of axis z r .
In Fig. 6 , it is seen that v i has a tendency similar to what is seen in Fig. 5 . However, the system's center-of-mass is always fixed at O r , due to the symmetry of attachment errors.
On the other hand, ε, the counterclockwise inclination angle of axis z p measured from axis z r , varies with the angular velocity.
The value of ε changes its sign, depending on the positions of mass particles at the equilibrium.
By testing the positive definiteness of [D] after getting the equilibrium point, the Lyapunov stability conditions were satisfied below the angular velocity range where the iterative calculations did not converge but not over it. 
Effect of attachment errors
Let |ω|/2π be fixed at 0.33 Hz and the effect of attachment errors be investigated. Letting r 1,yr and r 1,zr , respectively, range from 0 to 10 m by 0.1 m, with r 2,yr and r 2,zr set following Fig. 3 or Fig. 4 , we calculated the equilibrium points and tested the Lyapunov stability by [D] . If there exists at least one negative eigenvalue in [D] , that is, if the Lyapunov stability condition is not satisfied, r 1 is plotted by a dot. In Figs. 7 and 8, a horizontal dashed line (r 1,zr = 5.35 m) indicates the border value of the sufficient condition of the system without attachment errors. Figure 7 shows the test results for the case of Fig. 3 and φ = 0°, φ = 10°, and φ = −10°. When φ = 0°, the border value of r 1,zr against r 1,yr is always equal to 5.35 m. However, when φ = 10° or φ = −10°, the border value varies against r 1,yr . The results can be explained by a distance between a mass particle and the x p y p -plane at the equilibrium, which is R i,zr in the case of Fig. 3 . The distance can be regarded as a factor to affect the dynamic stability and large distance worsens it. When φ = 10° or φ = −10°, the mass particles' displacements are not only in direction y r but also in direction z r varying their distances. It was confirmed that, at the equilibrium, R 1,zr on the borderlines in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c) is equal to the border value in the case without attachment errors, 5.35 m. Figure 8 shows that attachment errors may increase the border value, that is, dynamic stability improves with the existence of attachment errors. The result can also be explained by the previously mentioned distance. As shown in Fig. 6(b) , if there exist attachment errors for the case of Fig. 4 , axis z p inclines from axis z r with the x p y p -plane. Therefore, the distance at the equilibrium becomes smaller improving the dynamic stability. The drastic increase of border value at around r 1,yr = 0 in Fig. 8 derives from the high sensitivity of ε at around the border value. We can observe difference of the sensitivities between the case of φ = 0° and φ = 10°.
Conclusion
In this study, the effect of attachment errors of two beam-type flexible appendages mounted on a rigid body along the spin axis was investigated by a simplified model. It was found that attachment errors either improve or worsen the dynamic stability in terms of the sufficient conditions. The knowledge gained in this study to reveal factors in the dynamic instability is expected to be useful for development of satellites with spin axis antennas.
